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Key Selling Points
New paperback edition of the best-selling book
Irresistible crochet dog patterns from best-selling author Kerry Lord; with beginners' techniques and full instructions throughout
TOFT is a luxury yarn brand, with over 75,000 followers on Instagram
Crochet and puppy lovers alike will enjoy this re-issue which is perfect for dog-owning crafters!

Description
Dog lovers will go barking wild for this addition to the popular Edward's Menagerie series, with 65 beginner-friendly patterns 
for crocheting adorable pups.

Bring your favourite four-legged friends to life with these 65 crochet patterns for everything from elegant Afghan hounds to oh-so-cute 
schnauzers and including crossbreeds like the puggle and the cockapoo. They're so easy to make with step-by-step instructions and charming full-
colour photography that showcases the completed crocheted projects. In addition, author Kerry Lord shows you how to customize each pattern 
so that you can capture your own beloved canine companion – whatever breed it is.

Previously published in hardback, Edward's Menagerie: Dogs (9781911595243).

About the Author
Kerry Lord is the founder and creative director of the TOFT luxury yarn brand. The yarn brand was born in September 2006, a product of the 
successful and established family business the Toft Alpaca Stud farm. Kerry is the author of Edward’s Crochet Imaginarium, Edward’s Crochet Doll 
Emporium, Edward’s Menagerie: Birds, Edward’s Menagerie: The New Collection, the How to Crochet Animals series (Farm/Pets/Wild/Ocean) 
and A Partridge in a Pear Tree. She lives in Rugby, UK, with her husband, children and dog. Her website is www.toftuk.com
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